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1. Introduction 1.1 Overview Technological advances in devices, sensors and wireless communication have led increasingly to the integration of sensors and devices with users and physical environment, leading to ubiquitous computing systems. Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) supports a ubiquitous networked infrastructure of computing devices and sensors. It ensures the omnipresence of information with a special attention to activities of everyday life. The presence of computing devices everywhere, becomes more meaningful and useful if and only if they can communicate with one another and with the user, to provide context based services. For example, it would be more comfortable for the user, if the mobile phone present in the meeting room can provide meaningful services (like going to silent mode automatically as soon as the meeting starts , allowing only emergency calls, answering to known and unknown calls suitably, linking to meeting related sites, etc., without interrupting the meeting session), based on context. Thus, with the advent of ubiquitous computing environments, it has become increasingly important for applications to take full advantage of context aware computing to increase the satisfaction level of the user. The contextual information, such as, environmental, social, task, spatio-temporal and personal information has to be considered to offer greater services to the user without any explicit requests and to resolve conflict among multiple services and multiple users. In addition, the digital devices like TV, AC, Mobile, etc., are evolving such that they can provide personalized and situation based adaptive services to user: a trend towards unlimited demand for support or use of context aware computing in providing human comfort. As a result, context must be well understood and modeled in an appropriate form. Thus the task of making the systems context aware has become central research issue of ubiquitous computing. This
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necessitates the issue of modeling, storing, processing and interpretation of user context for design and developing the context aware ubiquitous applications. Also, since the ubiquitous computing environments are pervasive and saturated with multiple sensors, devices, users and services, there will be a number of users interacting with a system simultaneously. Naturally this results in service conflict among users. The conflicts may be with the single user for multiple services, multiple users for multiple services and multiple users for single service. It will be more comfortable for the user if, the ubiquitous computing system can resolve conflict and recommend appropriate service based on the user context. This necessitates the issue of embedding conflict resolution capability into the context aware ubiquitous applications. The research work presented in this thesis introduces generic methodologies for modeling user context and resolving conflict in single and multiuser environment. In summary, the motivation of the research is captured in the following demands or requirements of context aware computing: x



Demand for Smart Devices like Smart TV, Smart Phone, etc.



x



Demand in the increase of the comfort level of user in terms of service provided by modern electronic gadgets and devices.



x



Unavailability of models, for programming and designing context aware applications.



x



The requirement of technologically aided conflict resolving methodologies in multiuser context aware environment.



x



The requirement of algorithms to recommend services for the user based on personal and social context.



x



The requirement of integrating social and personal factors for context aware service recommendation.



x



Demand in design of context aware recommendation engine using a variety of AI tools like statistics, Bayesian Probability, Fuzzy Logic, Rule Base and Rough Set Theory.
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1.2 Ubiquitous Computing Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) [Weiser 1988] is a type of distributed computing, which enhances the availability of information computing everywhere by thoroughly integrating different form of computers into everyday objects and activities. Mark Wiser in his article [1, 2]: ³The Computer for the 21st Century´, highlighted the future trend of merging of profound technologies into everyday life. Today the ubicomp applications are diverse in nature ranging from applications like smart mobile, smart TV, smart car to smart laboratories, smart museums, smart class rooms, smart home, etc. The ubiquitous computing environment may contain many devices with which user interact. These devices include: x



Laptop and desktop computers.



x



Handheld devices like personal digital assistants (PDAs), smart mobile phones, smart tablet pc, smart video cameras, smart digital cameras, smart projectors, etc.



x



Smart Appliances like smart washing machines, smart oven, and smart refrigerators.



x



Other devices like smart TV, smart AC, etc.



In ubicomp world, the activities of user cause actions. For example, user relaxing in smart room can cause the window curtain to close, the light to dim, TV to turn off and mobile to switch over into silent mode. Some of the ubiquitous computing applications and projects are discussed below: 1. Ubiquitous Health Care [3]: In this system, a patient is continuously monitored with an array of sensors placed on the patient¶s body. An interface collects data and sends this data to the monitoring system. Interface by exploiting the technologies like RFID, GPS, GPRS, Bluetooth, Zigbee, etc., remain connected to the monitoring system always. 2. Ubiquitous Navigation System [4]: The system makes use of technologies like GPRS, GPS, Wireless LAN (wifi), Mobile IP, RFID and Bluetooth. It provides the information of the location (like latitude, longitude, location name, path to different location from the current location, etc.) to the user. 3. E-Class Room: The software provides audio and video recording of lecture sessions. It converts the audio recorded into notes. It establishes an interaction ϴͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



between student and teacher. It utilizes the different context like location and class schedule to predict the next class. 4. Cyber Guide [5]: The cyberguide project focuses on how portable computers can assist in exploring physical spaces and cyberspaces. It is a replicate of human tour guide using mobile and hand held technology. It makes use of location information to track the user / suggest establishments and maintains history of places visited, for future. 5. Easy Living [6]: At Microsoft Research, the Ubiquitous Computing Group has created a system called Easy Living that is a prototype of architecture and technologies for ubiquitous computing. The Easy Living system demonstrates many of the capabilities of ubiquitous computing like mobile computing, wireless communication, context aware computing, location sensitive computing and disaggregated computing. 6. Stanford iroom [7]: A test bed of smart room with spatial, socially aware, deep physically integrated and coordinated autonomous systems. The room is fixed with multiple large embedded Displays, Laptops and Heterogeneous handheld devices. 7. Labscape [8]: A ubiquitous biology lab with sensors and PCs. It is a smart environment that is designed to improve the experience of people who work in a cell biology laboratory.



1.3 Context Aware Computing One of the distinguishing features of Ubiquitous Computing is that the computation is a part and parcel of everyday life. The computing services required for user depends on user¶s social and personal context. Thus, the ubiquitous computing systems can provide more meaningful and useful services provided, the systems are context aware in nature. Ubiquitous Systems are a store house of sensors and devices without context aware computing. It is the context aware methodologies which x



makes ubiquitous systems aware of situations of interest.



x



enhances services to users.



x



personalize and socialize applications.
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Albrecht Schmidt in his report [9] highlights the importance of context aware computing as: ³Context is essential for building usable Ubiquitous Computing systems that respond in a way that is anticipated by the user´ Context Aware Computing is defined as: ³The computing paradigm to store, process and predict the context with the intention of providing context based rational services´



1.3.1 Definition of Context: As per the literature survey made [1-47], most of the researchers and standard dictionaries define context as: ³The information that describes the situation or circumstances of an entity in which an event occurs.´ This definition clearly implies that context is related to an entity. Dey and Abowd (2000) have also confirmed this by defining context as µµAny information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, a place, or a physical or computational object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves¶¶ [10, 11] Pascoe defines context as: ³Context could be generally described as the subset of physical and conceptual states of interest to a particular entity´ Contextual information is related to a certain entity. [12] Context in this report is represented as a set of attributes which characterizes the situation of an entity. For Example the context of user can be represented as: User_Context = {User_Name, User_Role, User_Age, User_Interest, User_Mood, User_PhysicalPosture, User_PhysicalHealth, User_ Activity, USer_Location, Date, Day, Time}. A set of attributes are said to describe a user context, if and only, if they are capable to answer the questions related to identity, location, time and activity of user.Table1 illustrates some of examples for context and non context set.
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Set Of Context Attributes Name, Role Name, Role, Time



Table1: Context and non context set of attributes Identity Location Activity Time Context 1 1



0 0



0 0



0 1



Example



No No



Rohan is Father Rohan is Father during Morning Hours Name, Time, Activity 1 0 1 1 No Rohan is Father and Doing Yoga during Morning Hours Name, Time, Activity, 1 1 1 1 Yes Rohan is Father and Doing Location Yoga during Morning Hours in the Living Room of his House. Note : 1- Provides related information 0 : Does not provides the related information



The context attributes can be classified into two categories: 1. Indispensable Attributes 2. Dispensable Attributes The indispensable attributes are those which provide all the mandatory information to describe context. All other attributes are dispensable attributes. But dispensable attributes adds more flavor to the indispensable attributes and will be useful for providing socialize and personalize services. Table2 illustrates some example of dispensable and indispensable attributes. Table2: Dispensable and Indispensable Attributes Context



Indispensable Attributes



Dispensable Attributes



Rohan is Father and doing yoga during Morning Hours in the living room of his house Rohan is Father, his health is normal and doing yoga during Morning Hours Rohan is Father, his sex is male, health is normal, physical posture is running and doing yoga during Morning Hours. Rohan is Father, his sex is male, health is normal, mood is normal, and eye sight is abnormal, and doing yoga during morning hours in the living room of his house.



Name, Role, Activity, Location Name, Role, Activity, Location Name, Role, Activity, Location



Nil



Name, Role, Activity, Location



Health, Sex, Eye Sight, Mood.



Health. Health ,Sex



1.3.2 Properties of Contextual Information: The information related to context of an entity is termed as contextual information with respect to that entity. Some of the properties (as reported by Dr.Ing.Thomas Springer in his lecture notes) to list are as follows: 1. Context information may be static or dynamic: The context of any entity may or may not change with respect to time. Context which represent the ϭϭͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



dynamic information are said to be dynamic context. Example: Age of person, User time point, XVHU¶V location, user friends, user intention, user mood, etc. The context which represent the static information are said to be static context.



Example: Name, Date of Birth, User Role, User Priority etc.



However the static information like name, date of birth, priority of user can be represented as information with change frequency zero. 2. Context information creates History: Since context varies from time to time, a history of user/entity context will be created with respect to time. The history of context can be utilized for predicting the future context. 3. Quantity of Context information is large: Since context is a set of multiple attributes, when any one of the attributes changes it results in the change of context. This results in the increase of quantity of context base. 4. Incorrectness in Context Information: This is due to inexact sensor information, measurement failures or due to wrong assumptions for derivation and interpretation. 5. Multiple sources: Same contextual information can be gathered in different ways. Eg: Location of a person can be gathered using the data provided by GPS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GPRS. 6. Relevance of Context Information : It depends on the following two factors 1. Capturing time: The relevance will be maximum at capturing time. It decreases constantly. Example: Location of a mobile user and user interest on particular TV program. 2. Location: The temperature measured depends on the location. The relevance will be maximum at capturing place and decreases with distance. 7. Context Information is Multidimensional / Heterogeneous: The context information may be personal, physical, technical or social in nature. 8. Context information is Distributed: The contextual information occurs everywhere / all the time. It is ubiquitous, pervasive and omnipresent. 9. Context information is Unforeseeable: Since any information can be relevant as context the context information is unforeseeable.
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1.3.3 Categories of Context: The context can be categorized into different types based on the information they carry. Following are some of the list (as reported by Dr.Ing.Thomas Springer in his lecture notes) of information based context. 1. Computing Context: It provides the information related to the computing like processing speed, memory, free disk space, necessary software, OS services, internet connection, utilities, etc. 2. Network Context: It provides the information related to networking like connection, bandwidth, LAN, WAN, WIFI, Bluetooth, signal strength, etc. 3. User Context: It provides the information related to user like name, role, location, priority, activity, mood and other user¶s information. 4. Physical Context: It provides the information related to environment like light intensity, temperature, weather conditions, sound level, etc. 5. Time Context: It provides the information related to time such as time of day, week and Month. 6. Sensor Context: It provides the information related to the different sensors like location, time, temperature, noise, light intensity, etc., to perceive the context of environmental input. The sensor context includes the information like active, inactive, damaged, out of order, switched on/off, resolution, relevance, etc. The sensors provide the raw contextual data to the drivers or widgets attached to the sensors. 7. Device Context: It provides the information related to the different actuators (TV, AC, FAN, Light, Mobile, etc.) like device input and output capabilities, memory, software support, available services, service preferences etc., to provide meaning full service to the users. Devices are the service providers for users. The context can be further divided into primary context and secondary context. The primary or low level context refers to the environment characteristics, which can be gained directly from sensors. Example: location, time, nearby objects, network bandwidth, orientation, light level, sound and temperature. The sensors can either measure physical parameters in the environment or logical information gathered from the host (example: Current time, GSM cell, selected action) and the sensors ϭϯͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



are called physical or logical correspondingly. The secondary or high level context refers to a more abstract context, which is derived from the primary context. Example: WKHXVHU¶VVRFLDOsituation, activity or mental state. 1.4 Thesis Outline The thesis is structured in the following way. In chapter2 the literature survey made to investigate the research issues is presented. In chapter3 an overview of research problem is presented. In chapter4 the research issue Modeling User Context is discussed. Chapter5 introduces the proposed generic architecture of context aware systems. In chapter6 the research issue related to algorithms for conflict resolution and recommending services are discussed. The conclusion in chapter7 summarizes the contributions made in the thesis and future scope of the research.
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2. Literature Survey Context aware computing finds its origin as early as 1992 when the, Want et al., introduced the Active Badge Location System which is considered to be one of the first context aware applications. The application used infrared technology to determine the user location. The information was used to forward the phone calls to a telephone close to the user. Based on the location context a couple of location aware tourist guides was developed in the middle of 1990s ( Abowd et al., 1997; Sumi et al., 1998;Chevrest et al., 2000). All the context aware applications designed during mid of 1990s were based on location context. In 1994 Schilit and Theimer used the term context aware to describe the context as location, identities of nearby peoples, objects and changes to those objects. In 1997 Rayen et al., used the term FRQWH[W WR GHVFULEH WKH XVHU¶V location, environment, identity and time. A Dey and Abowd (2000) moved a step forward and used the term context as information to describe the overall situation of entities. Zimmerman (2007) et al., described the context in terms of five categories: individually, activity, location, time and relations. Bolchini et al., (2009) defined context as the set of variables that may be of interest for an agent and that influence it actions. Over the last decade, most context aware research, aimed on, have been done on consumer product like smart TV, smart mobile, smart car, smart homes, intelligent office, interactive tourist guide, intelligent environment, ambient intelligence etc. It was found that the tendency of context definition was getting more general and wider as time passed. In the last decade the focus of the context aware applications is shifted from the simple situation aware to personal and social aware. Personalization and Socialization has really gained importance with always connected services in the context aware applications. As a result of this the recommendation engine of context aware ubiquitous systems [53-77] are changing their role from simple content and collaborative based recommendation to personal and social based recommendation. Artur Lugmayr [2009] in his research articles [78,79,80] stresses the need of integration of Natural interaction, personalization, socialization, smart metadata, wireless technology, ubiquitous systems, pervasive computation and embedded systems. ϭϱͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



Since ubiquitous computing systems are pervasive and involve multiple users and services, naturally it results in conflict among multiple users and services. The conflict can be resolved more meaningfully if the system are personal (individual) aware and social (group) aware. The research work presented in this thesis, addresses the issues related to the user context and conflict resolution with respect to personalization and socialization. The research work models user context in terms of entities and their attributes that describes personal and social situation of user. And the personal and social context is considered as a prime input for conflict resolution. The literature survey presented in this thesis is done with respect to two research issues: Modeling User Context [10-47] and Conflict Resolution [48-115] from the SHUVSHFWLYHRIXVHU¶VSHUVRQDOL]DWLRQDQGVRFLDOL]DWLRQ. In the following section the thesis discusses the research issues and research gap identified.



2.1 Modeling User context: Modeling Context is a fundamental step for every context oriented adaptive application and also, for the design and development of context-aware systems. It consists of the analysis of contextual information contained in the system, for the purpose of representing context in an abstract form, on the level of data structure as well as the semantic level. Several approaches were proposed for the representation of context. Strang et al [14,15] made a survey and comparative study of models with respect to different parameters like distributed composition, partial validation, richness and quality of information, incompleteness and ambiguity, level of formality



and application to existing environments. The



models they considered were key value models, markup scheme models, object oriented models and ontology based model [16,17]. At the end Strang et al., concluded that ontology makes a best description of context compared to the other methods with respect to the parameters. But the ontology model shows partial support in terms of expressiveness, completeness and understandability which are very important in designing context aware applications. The research work presented in this thesis aims in, designing a novel model to represent



user



context



with



better



expressiveness,



completeness



and



understandability. The following section discusses a survey and comparative study ϭϲͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



of the relevant context models in terms of expressiveness, understandability and completeness. Key Value Model: In his paper [16] Riva describes



context representation using key-value pairs. An



example is the triplet  which defines the context type ³walking outside´ Key-value models represent the simplest data structure for modeling context by exploiting pairs of two items: A key (attribute name) and its value. Research Gap 2.1.1: Key-value model is easy to manipulate, but it is not convenient for representing the complicated structure like context involving multiple entities with derived contexts. It does not permit a good reasoning on context data to infer properties or more abstract context information (eg: deducing user activity, user preference, service conflict, etc., by combining sensor readings). For example, one can express the meeting room scenario using key value model as follows:    < #of users = 5>    ,  ,        < Temp_Value= Very High>    In the above example, the key value model describes the context of meeting room, in which five users are present out of which one user is chairman and other users are members, time is 10.30 AM GMT and activity is Meeting. The current environmental temperature is very high. The AC is adjusted to Normal temperature. In the above example it is clear that the key value model does not provide scope for establishing the rules among sensors, devices and users. For example it does not expresses the rules or association between: ϭϳͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



x



Temperature Sensor and AC



x



Time sensor and activity Sensor



x



Activity sensor and AC



x



One user with the another



x



User with the AC or Sensor



Since, the model uses the text for representing all type of sensors, devices and users its expressiveness is poor as compared to the model based on graphical symbols. It expresses successfully only the primitive context (like location, user_id, sensor_id, device_id, etc) through matching but fails to express the derived context (like user social situation, condition of meeting room, XVHU¶V physical and mental state). The model is incomplete in the sense it does not provide complete details of the sensors (type, source of data, make, range, condition, etc.), users (profile, source of profile, personal context and social context) devices (type, make, service details, range and condition) and location (type, sensor used, range and values). If one tries to achieve completeness it becomes more complicated to understand. Also it does not provide reasoning for conflict if any, among different users. There are no proper hierarchical relationships among different entities. It supports only exact matching and no inheritance or deduction. Markup Schema Model : The proposed approach in the papers [23,24] makes use of Markup Scheme models to represent the Context. Markup scheme models use XML-based representations, to model a hierarchical data structure consisting of markup tags, attributes, and contents. The example below illustrates the representation of user context: ³user is in living room of his house´ < Person rdf :,' ³5DMX ³!    ϭϴͮW Ă Ő Ğ  



Research Gap 2.1.2: This approach requires knowledge of markup languages. The model is script oriented. One needs to have scripting knowledge for better modeling of context. The complexity of script representation increases based on the complexity of user context. Modeling effort is more. Annexure3 provides some of examples, to represent the modeling of user context using xml markup language. As per the survey and comparative analysis made by the Strang et al., [15] the model has good support for the features like simplicity, extensibility, reasoning, completeness and applicable to existing environment. The model is simple from the designer perspective, as it allows the designer to define his own tags. The model can be extended or appended at any time. But this reduces the expressiveness and understandability from the end user perspective, as the size of the script increases. The user must go through the hundreds of lines and tags in order to understand the simple representation of user context. As a result the model has got low support for features like understandability and expressiveness. It is not a light weighted as its size increases as the complexity of context increases. The problem of aggregation is more complex where in one has to create a separate file for each primitive context and then aggregate all the files into a single file. But the resultant file does not derives or deducts any meaningful secondary context instead it just lists all the primitive context values in to a single file. An example with user context shows how this aggregation works: the idea is to have several XML documents describing the each user primitive context. 
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